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Objects, Abstraction, Data Structures and Design: Using C++John Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving

	and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications

	of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification

	(a header file) and the implementation of an abstract data type, we cover case...
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Beginning PerlWrox Press, 2012


	That was the subtitle for this book that was sadly, but wisely, rejected. However, it conveys two

	things about this book that I’ve tried to focus on: getting a job and having fun while learning the

	skills you need. Well, as much fun as you can reasonably have while learning how to program.

	Although many books aren’t...
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Thermodynamics of Biochemical ReactionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	This book is about the thermodynamics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions that make

	up the metabolism of living organisms. It is not an introductory text, but the

	fundamental principles of thermodynamics are reviewed. The reader does need

	some background in thermodynamics, such as that provided by a first course in

	physical...
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A Guide to the Project Management Body of KnowledgeProject Management Institute, 2009

	The PMBOK9(r) Guide – Fourth Edition continues the tradition of excellence in project management with a standard that is even easier to understand and implement, with improved consistency and greater clarification.

	
		Standard language has been incorporated throughout the document to aid reader...
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Modern Tools for the Synthesis of Complex Bioactive MoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	All the latest tools needed to plan and perform the synthesis of complex bioactive molecules


	Focusing on organic, organometallic, and bio-oriented processes, this book explores the impact and use of the latest synthetic tools for the synthesis of complex biologically active compounds. Readers will discover step by step how...
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Handbook of Finite Fields (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2013

	Poised to become the leading reference in the field, the Handbook of Finite Fields is exclusively devoted to the theory and applications of finite fields. More than 80 international contributors compile state-of-the-art research in this definitive handbook. Edited by two renowned researchers, the book uses a uniform style and...
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Practical Zendesk AdministrationO'Reilly, 2014

	"Reading these chapters is like reading the advanced manual we never wrote when we designed the product. Stafford and Anton's ability to enlighten readers on how to use the product better and the reasons for the design decisions in Zendesk never ceases to impress us."

	-Mikkel Svane, Founder and CEO at...
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The Warren Buffett WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Warren Buffett is the most famous investor of all time and one of today’s most admired business leaders. He became a billionaire and investment sage by looking at companies as businesses rather than prices on a stock screen. The first two editions of The Warren Buffett Way gave investors their first in-depth look at the...
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Practice of Geriatrics, 4eSaunders, 2007

	The geriatric population is expected to double by 2020. The new fourth edition of Practice of Geriatrics will equip you with the knowledge you need to provide effective care for this growing patient population. With revised and up-to-date content throughout, this essential reference will keep you abreast of the latest clinical protocols and...
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Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics- Volume 2: Wireless Networks and Security Proceedings of the Second International Conference on ... (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2014

	Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics are three distinct and mutually exclusive disciplines of knowledge with no apparent sharing/overlap among them. However, their convergence is observed in many real world applications, including cyber-security, internet banking, healthcare, sensor networks, cognitive radio, pervasive computing...
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Genetic Algorithms in ElectromagneticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A thorough and insightful introduction to using genetic algorithms to optimize electromagnetic systems
	
		Genetic Algorithms in Electromagnetics focuses on optimizing the objective function when a computer algorithm, analytical model, or experimental result describes the performance of an electromagnetic system. It...
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Learn Keras for Deep Neural Networks: A Fast-Track Approach to Modern Deep Learning with PythonApress, 2018

	
		Learn, understand, and implement deep neural networks in a math- and programming-friendly approach using Keras and Python. The book focuses on an end-to-end approach to developing supervised learning algorithms in regression and classification with practical business-centric use-cases implemented in Keras.

	
		The overall...
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